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Beyond the single norm: how
social perceptions connect in a
norm network
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Our actions may be influenced not just by one norm, but by many interconnected

norm perceptions. If so, how are such norm networks structured and how do they

operate? Are norm prevalence perceptions in a population connected by similarity

of content? Does influencing the perceived prevalence of one norm a�ect related

norms, perhaps in a hierarchical fashion? And, for intervention purposes, are some

norms more readily influenced than others? Over three studies (total N = 3,872),

we examine dozens of norms in the context of environment and renewable energy

and introduce a method to visualize norm networks, illustrating connections

between many norms and personal attitudes. We find that norms are connected

via similar perceived prevalence and similar content—two features that are highly

interrelated—and that norm perceptions vary in terms of plasticity and content

broadness. Further, norm updating spreads through networks: manipulating the

perceived prevalence of one norm influences connected norms. The norm

network approach represents a new way to conceptualize social influence and

inform norm-based interventions, one that can go beyond a single norm and may

help us better understand and harness the influence of social norms via a broader

social reality.
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1 Introduction

A systematic review of past norms research finds that the Theory of Planned Behavior

(TPB) is the most common theory about conformity to norms employed by researchers and

that most norm studies investigate only one kind of norm information pertaining to a single

norm referent (Shulman et al., 2017). The TPB holds that there are three psychologically

distinct factors that determine one’s intentions: individuals’ personal attitudes, their

perceptions of behavioral control, and their perceptions of social norms—where the latter

is commonly assessed by asking whether one believes others approve of the behavior in

question (Ajzen, 1985). As such, research on social norms to date tends to examine the

influence of one (or maybe two) norms at a time.

Yet norms do not exist in isolation. A person’s perception of what is commonly done

(a descriptive norm) is connected to their belief of what people think is approved of (an

injunctive norm; Eriksson et al., 2015). These two beliefs are often correlated but relate to

different goals, namely seeing the world accurately for descriptive norms and being liked

by others for injunctive norms (e.g., White and Simpson, 2013). Beyond this bidirectional

influence between descriptive and injunctive norms about a specific behavior, very little

is known about how perceptions of different norms are connected, even though multiple

norms may weigh in on our decisions in any given domain. Not only may we consider
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if others also commonly engage or approve of the behavior we are

considering, but also if others believe it is consistent with broader

ideological values, regard it is safe or risky, whether others engage

in similar behaviors, and/or whether they engage in alternative

behaviors. We thus theorize that norms exist in a norm network—a

set of related and interconnected norm perceptions in one’s mind

that may influence one’s decisions. If so, then longstanding models

of the influence of norms such as those employing the TPB may be

working with an incomplete picture if they assess the perception

of just a single norm and may be underestimating the influence

of norms.

Research on identity salience and identity-based motivation

also corroborates aspects of this theorizing. This work finds that

individuals may have multiple facets to their social identity (Stryker

and Serpe, 1994), and that the salience of the identities they

hold may ebb and flow over different contexts (Morris, 2013).

Further, research on identity-based motivation shows that when

a given identity dimension is made salient, people are motivated

to approach identity consistent behaviors and avoid identity

inconsistent behaviors (Oyserman et al., 2007). Such theorizing

highlights that people are not only responsive to a single norm in

a given context, but that the salience of one’s identity in a context

may drive which norms they abide by. In doing so, this framework

implies that, across different identities that one may possess, people

would be able to recognize many norms which may weigh in on

their decision making.

Researchers in other psychological domains have utilized

network analyses and connectionist approaches to understand the

relationships and dynamics between interconnected nodes. For

example, connectionist models of attitudes have shown that and

how many attitudes jointly weigh in on decision making processes

and explain how attitudes change (Monroe and Read, 2008; Dalege

et al., 2016). Network analyses have also helped illuminate the

relationship between semantic concepts more generally in semantic

networks. These networks provide a visual representation of the

dependency or taxonomic organization people use to organize

and relate words or ideas and can help explain how activation

spreads through such networks (Collins and Loftus, 1975), i.e., if

terms are associated in a network, then when one activated for

an individual related ones will become activated too to an extent.

Further, social network analysis have also helped illustrate how

beliefs and behaviors can spread across a population, being traced

across many individuals in patterns of simple or complex contagion

(Centola and Macy, 2007; Centola, 2018). Given this work, we

propose that network analyses may also help illuminate how the

perceptions of a set of relevant norms can cohere into a broader

social reality that influences our own beliefs and behaviors. In

particular, we anticipate that norm networks likely have similarities

to other networks of mental content, including semantic content

and attitudes. Concepts such as node similarity, hierarchy, and

patterns of spreading activation across nodes may have conceptual

analogs in the context of understanding interconnected norm

perceptions, a possibility we explore below.

Some classic research within the domain of social norms

suggest an underlying structure of norm connections. In Cialdini

et al. (1990) seminal work introducing the Focus Theory of

normative conduct, they highlight that more than one norm may

be pertinent in a given behavioral context and whichever norm

is most salient determines which norm people will conform to.

Further, they postulate that some norms are more closely related

than others (see Study 5, Cialdini et al., 1990). They show that

activating more related norms leads to greater conformity: less

littering is observed when participants see a norm to not litter

than when they see a norm encouraging them to recycle, but less

littering results from activating a recycling norm than a norm to

vote, as recycling is more seen as more related to littering than

voting. Indeed, further research has found norm messaging in one

domain may shape norm perceptions regarding other behaviors

and populations (Nolan, 2011).

Other prior research, discovered as part of a literature review

conducted after our primary theorizing, has in fact also theorized

that normsmay co-exist in a cognitive network. Specifically, Harvey

and Enzle (1981) theorize that helping norms and transgression

norms are connected in a mental model: when people consider

helping someone after witnessing a possible transgression, they

were more likely to offer assistance when helping norms that were

judged to be more closely related to the observed transgression

were activated as compared to norms rated as more remote. As

Harvey and Enzle suggest, these findings are consistent with the

idea that norms exist within an interconnected network with

variable distance between norm pairs and that may operate like

other networks with spreading activation processes (cf. Collins and

Loftus, 1975).

If norms do reside in networks of interconnected social beliefs,

many fundamental and unanswered questions arise about the

structure and function of these networks. For example, are norms

with related content perceived as similarly prevalent? Do norms

within a network vary in characteristics that may be important for

interventions, such as how willing they would be to revise their

belief about norm prevalence in light of new information? One

possibility is that changes in norm perceptions (i.e., increases in

the believed prevalence of a descriptive or injunctive norm) spread

like they do in a semantic or memory network, where changes

in activation spread to connected concepts (Anderson, 1983). Do

we see changes in norms perceptions influence perceptions of

associated norms?

We investigate these questions in a context of growing

importance to climate change and the U.S. transition to renewable

energy: offshore wind (OSW). OSW is viewed as extremely

promising energy technology (Bilgili et al., 2011) with great

potential for generating renewable energy along the north eastern

coast of the US (Mills et al., 2018) and plays a major role in national

plans to decarbonize our energy system (Larson et al., 2020).

OSW is also an excellent research context to understand norm

networks by virtue of being a multifaceted issue: environmental

and renewable energy policy lies at the intersection of environment

attitudes, political attitudes, beliefs about government regulation

of the economy, jobs and employment, the cost of energy,

public health and safety, natural disasters, the wellbeing of future

generations, and environmental justice and inequality. Therefore,

OSW represents a rich landscape of connected content areas across

which we can assess a broad set of norms and their connections in

a network. In addition, it is a fairly novel and unfamiliar topic for

many Americans, and prior research finds that norms play a larger
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role when people feel uncertain in their own judgments (Baron

et al., 1996). Finally, using this research context helps correct a

historical asymmetry in the study of social norms, where most

studies have examined the effects of norms on discrete individual

behaviors, and more research is needed involving outcomes that

involve structural change, such as policy attitudes (Constantino

et al., 2022).

As a preliminary effort to understand norm networks, Study 1

identifies a large number of norms plausibly related to decisions

around OSW, energy, and the environment. The perceived

prevalence of these norms is assessed using a representative sample

of those living in the Northeastern US coastal states (where

OSW may be located) and the connections between these norm

perceptions is measured and visualized as a network. Studies 2a

and 2b assess norm characteristics pertinent both to understanding

how the network is structured and to using this information to

design possible interventions, including how similar the content

involved in each norm is perceived to be, whether that content is

seen as broader in scope or narrower, and how plastic perceptions of

these norms are. To investigate causal relationships between norm

perceptions, Study 3 manipulates the perception of the prevalence

of single norms and observes the effects of this manipulation on

the perception of the prevalence of other norms. Using the network

structure documented in Study 1 and the norm characteristics

assessed in Study 2, we evaluate how network structure and norm

features influence the updating of norm perceptions in Study 3.

2 Study 1: mapping a norm network

In Study 1 we seek to create an initial visual mapping of

a network of norms relevant for policy attitudes or intentions

toward OSW. First, to identify possible norms, we conduct

a series of interviews with relevant stakeholders and examine

media connected to OSW, energy, and the environment. We

then collect perceptions of the prevalence of these norms among

a sample of those living in the Northeastern US coastal states

where OSW development would be located. We employ force-

directed plotting, a network visualization method that represents

the connection between many interrelated parts, to generate a

conceptual representation of the norm network. This approach

has some advantages over other analysis methods, such as an

exploratory factor analysis, in illustrating the relationship between

the list of norm perceptions. Our goal in this paper is not that

of a factor analysis where one seeks to reduce the dimensionality

of many variables and extract a small number of factors. Rather,

our goal is to identify and visualize the continuous strength of

connections in the perceptions of norms about OSW, energy, and

environment in a network. This analytic approach also enables us

to include a handful of personal attitudes and intentions regarding

OSW, to see how they are located in the network of assessed norms.

Notably, the relationship between these personal outcomes could be

bi-directional, where norms influence one’s own attitude, or where

one’s own attitude is projected onto norm perceptions.While we are

interested in how a norm network relates to one’s own attitudes or

intentions, our main emphasis in this paper remains on the norm

network itself, centering on its structure and function. As such, we

assess a large number of norms of various types of content and a

small set of personal OSW attitudes and intentions.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants
One thousand participants were recruited in a representative

sample of the Northeastern US coastal states (Connecticut,

Delaware, Massachusetts, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New

Jersey, New York, and Rhode Island). Data were collected by

Qualtrics, who ensured basic data quality standards, including

removal of participants who streaked responses across many items

and who completed the survey in under half the median time. The

sample fell within 2% of demographic targets set for age, gender,

race and ethnicity, education, household income, political party

identification, and state of residence (see Supplementary Table S1).

This sample size was selected to ensure fairly granular

distinctions between differing correlational strengths between

norm perceptions. Specifically, our sample of 1,000 participants was

80% powered to detect the difference between r = 0.4 and r = 0.5.

2.1.2 Procedure
Participants were instructed that this survey focused on OSW,

energy, and the environment, and were told the survey would

specifically focus on attitudes of those living in the Northeastern

US coastal states and were shown a map highlighting the states that

this included. Participants were then asked to provide (a) estimates

of how prevalent various beliefs or actions were among those living

in the Northeastern US coastal states, (b) their own attitudes and

intentions regardingOSW, (c) their personal experiences with wind

energy, and (d) demographics.

2.1.3 Measures
The specific scales used for norm perceptions and personal

measures (detailed below) were developed in Pilot Study 1, which

examined norm perceptions, attitudes, and intentions in an online

convenience sample collected using the Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

labor market (N = 402) of residents of New Jersey (see Pilot 1 in

Supplementary material).

2.1.3.1 Norm surfacing

A series of interviews with residents of the Northeastern US

coastal states helped surface a variety of regional norms regarding

OSW among the general public, local business owners, technical

experts, decision makers and policy experts, environmental

groups, and other stakeholders. Further, we examined and coded

publications from private companies, environmental non-profits,

government agencies, and other stakeholders to surface further

norms surrounding OSW. This yielded a list of 50 statements that

spanned topics including general support and opposition for OSW,

renewables, and non-renewable forms of energy, the expected local

benefits and costs of OSW, partisan support for OSW, concern

for nature and the climate, and beliefs that humans should control

nature (see Table 1 for full list of norm items).
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TABLE 1 Norms assessed in study 1.

# Norm text: “Howmany people in the Northeast believe that…” (except for #s 9–11)

1 ... the government should subsidize the cost of offshore wind so it will more likely be built.

2 ... the government should pass laws that mandate offshore wind to be built.

3 ... the decision to build offshore wind should be up to those in the energy industry.

4 ... all things considered, offshore wind is a good source of energy.

5 ... all things considered, coal is a good source of energy.

6 ... all things considered, natural gas is a good source of energy.

7 ... all things considered, nuclear is a good source of energy.

8 ... all things considered, renewables (solar, wind, geothermal) are a good source of energy.

9 What proportion of Democrats in the Northeast do you think support offshore wind?

10 What proportion of Republicans in the Northeast do you think support offshore wind?

11 What proportion of moderates and independents in the Northeast do you think support offshore wind?

12 ... the use of fossil fuels like oil and gas is responsible for climate change.

13 ... climate change is primarily caused by the actions of humans.

14 ... the protection of the environment should be given priority even at the risk of curbing economic growth.

15 ... economic growth should be given priority even if the environment suffers to some extent.

16 ... humans have the right to modify the natural environment to suit their needs.

17 ... when humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous consequences.

18 ... human ingenuity will insure that we do not make the Earth unlivable.

19 ... plants and animals have as much right as humans to exist.

20 ... humans were meant to rule over the rest of nature.

21 ... the balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset.

22 ... it is urgent that we switch to renewable energy for our energy production.

23 ... it is urgent that we build offshore wind.

24 ... offshore wind will help the local economy.

25 ... offshore wind will help create local jobs.

26 ... offshore wind construction will negatively impact people locally.

27 ... building offshore wind will lead to greater inequality locally.

28 ... switching to offshore wind would be better for people’s health than using non-renewable energy sources (e.g., coal,

natural gas).

29 ... building offshore wind will be bad for the local fishing industry.

30 ... building offshore wind will be good for tourism.

31 ... offshore wind will lower prices of energy in the near future.

32 ... offshore wind will raise prices of energy in the near future.

33 ... offshore wind will lower prices of energy in the long term.

34 ... offshore wind will raise prices of energy in the long term.

35 ... shifting to offshore wind will increase the US’ energy independence.

36 ... shifting to offshore wind will decrease the reliability of our energy supply.

37 ... offshore wind turbines are a risky technology.

38 ... coal power plants are a risky technology.

39 ... natural gas power plants are a risky technology.

40 ... nuclear power plants are a risky technology.

41 ... we should take great care of the environment.

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

# Norm text: “Howmany people in the Northeast believe that…” (except for #s 9–11)

42 How many Americans in the Northeast would be willing to pay more for energy if it came from renewable sources like

wind and solar?

43 How many Americans in the Northeast could afford an increase in their monthly expenses, including their utility bills.

44 ... it is wise to consider what others think about offshore wind before making up one’s mind.

45 ... you should think for yourself when it comes to issues like offshore wind.

46 ... it’s wrong for the government to regulate industry.

47 ... which energy technologies we use should be up to market forces, such as supply and demand which determines prices.

48 ... the ocean is a special place and building offshore wind turbines will spoil its untouched nature.

49 ... the decision-making process for constructing offshore wind will likely be undemocratic and unfair.

50 ... having wind turbines off the coast will make visiting the shore less enjoyable.

Word underlining shown in this table was included in the survey items pertaining to these norms when shown to participants. Items 14 and 15 are adapted from Pew poll items assessing

prioritization of the environment and economy (Rosentiel, 2009). Items 16–21 are adapted from the New Environmental Paradigm (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978). All items were assessed on

a 7-point scale (1 = Almost no one, 2 = Very few people, 3 = A little less than half of people, 4 = About half of people, 5 = A little more than half of people, 6 = Very many people, 7 = Almost

everyone), except for the partisan items which replaced “no one”, “everyone” and “people” with the partisan group in question.

This diverse set of norms wasmeant to capture a range of beliefs

or actions of others that were both closely related and more distal

to OSW support, both about what is perceived to be factually true

and what is morally right, and also reflect the variety of stakeholder

perspectives that arose from the interviews1. We also included a

pair of statements that might be considered “meta-norms,” namely

whether others believe it wise to consider others’ opinions when

it comes to OSW or whether they think it is better to think for

oneself. This is related to the idea of cultural tightness and looseness

(Gelfand et al., 2006), but is more specific to the content domain

of interest in pertaining to norms about OSW. For each item,

participants were asked to estimate the prevalence of the norm

among residents of the Northeastern US coastal states on a 7-point

Likert scale from Almost no one to Almost everyone.

2.1.3.2 Personal attitudes and intentions

We then asked participants about their own support for OSW,

including: two items expressing support for government action

to construct OSW (one item stating OSW construction as a

high priority, and one supporting a mandate for OSW to be

constructed), one item assessing how much more participants

would be willing to pay for electricity fromOSW, one item to assess

perceived benefits of OSW, and one item on the acceptable distance

from the coast to place OSW (see Supplementary material for full

item text). As in Pilot Study 1, the two measures on government

action to construct OSW correlated highly (r = 0.81) and were

merged into a single policy support measure.

1 Notably, this is an attempt to capture major portions of a norm network

rather than a comprehensive list of all norms within this domain, as tenuous

as theymay be. In fact, it is unclear howonewould draw a definitive boundary

around such network as connections to OSW may vary in a continuous

fashion. Instead, the approach here is meant to capture many (but not all)

norms in this domain that vary in a number of features (support vs. opposition,

directly about OSW vs. its alternatives, broader values about the environment

vs. more specific beliefs about OSW, etc.).

2.1.3.3 Additional items

To assess the actual levels of popular support in the Northeast

for a subset of the norms, we asked participants for their personal

endorsement of those norm statements, namely #s 4, 8, 14, 23,

30, and 46. These personal endorsements were collected primarily

in order to report accurate norm levels in Study 3. For each

statement, participants were asked to indicate their attitude by

stating whether they agreed with the statement on a 6-point Likert

scale from Strongly disagree to Strongly agree. Finally, we asked

participants about their personal experience with wind energy with

a set of yes or no questions, including if they had personally

seen an OSW turbine before, voted on OSW, read an article

about OSW, talked with friends or family about OSW, or seen

a wind turbine on land (these items were used in piloting for

future studies).

2.1.4 Results
We used force-directed plotting to visually represent

the relationships between all norm items following the

multidimensional scaling method laid out by Jones et al.

(2018). First, we transformed an absolute-value correlation matrix

for the norm perceptions and individual outcome measures into

a dissimilarity matrix. We use the absolute levels of correlational

strength between norm items as it was arbitrary whether a

given norm was assessed as it was or in an inverted fashion

(e.g., how many people feel OSW is “urgent” vs. “not urgent”),

and we ultimately want to know how a given norm (or its

inverted equivalent) connects to other norms. We then apply

multidimensional scaling (MDS) methods on the dissimilarity

matrix. We determined that ordinal MDS was the best fit

for the data (stress = 0.18, see Supplementary Figure S2 for

a comparison of MDS methods). We then plotted the norms

and outcome measures using MDS force-directed plotting (see

Figure 1). In the figure, the placement of each node—each

norm or personal attitude item plotted—is determined by the

strength of the relationship between all nodes in the network,

such that nodes in closer proximity are related through their
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overall connection to all the nearby nodes. Here, the distance

between nodes illustrated reflects how strongly those norm

perceptions correlate, positively or negatively. Additionally,

this plotting method produces interpretable and comparable

distances; e.g., if a pair of items are twice as far apart as a second

pair, the first pair has only half the relationship strength as the

second pair.

Figure 1 shows that norm perceptions are highly interrelated,

reflecting more than 1,000 significant correlations between norms

items in this network and 845 using the Holm method for multiple

comparisons, out of a total of 1,225. The median correlational

strength between any two norms in this network is |r| = 0.196,

ranging from 0.00 to 0.64. Examining the network, which is

quite similar in structure to the network identified in Pilot Study

1 (Supplementary Figure S1), we see that norms in the ex-ante

defined and labeled content categories tend to be well-correlated

(median r = 0.373, as compared to median r = 0.180 for all

norm pairs not belonging to the same category) and are generally

collocated in the network. Broadly, the left of the figure is

populated with interconnected norm perceptions that are pro-

OSW, pro-renewable, anti-nonrenewable, pertain to local OSW-

benefits, or express concern for nature. In contrast, the right side of

the network contains norms perceptions that are anti-regulation,

anti-renewables, pro-nonrenewables, pertain to OSW costs or to

controlling nature. One exception is norm 48, which expresses

concern that OSW will spoil the natural environment, which may

explain why it falls close to other norms about perceived local costs

of OSW rather than other items pertaining to concern for nature.

Participants’ personal attitudes or intentions (in white)

regarding OSW policy, willingness to pay more for energy for

OSW, and perceived benefits to one’s region fall closest to perceived

pro-OSW norms, norms about local OSW benefits, and norms

pertaining to support for renewables more generally. However,

personal attitudes toward visibility of OSW turbines falls closer to

norms pertaining to anti-renewable, anti-regulation, and the costs

of OSW.

Our data allow us to compare the influence that a single norm

has on personal attitudes to the influence of the broader norm

network. Examining personal support for mandates for OSW, we

find that some variance is explained by the norm perception that

others support mandates for OSW (adjusted R2
= 0.206, AIC =

3,512.36), but significantly more variance is explained by the full

norm network (adjusted R2
= 0.415, AIC = 3,257.49, F(49,936)

= 8.209, p < 0.001). We find similar results for the personal

attitude items corresponding to the subset of norms we polled (see

Supplementary Table S2). For each, the R2 is significantly improved

and AIC decreases using the full norm network as a predictor, with

increases in the R2 from 0.06 to 0.18.

One may wonder why there are not more negative correlations

illustrated in Figure 1. We ran an exploratory analysis with tighter

data quality controls to investigate if those may explain the

absence of negative correlations (e.g., if correlations were artificially

driven to be more positive by a combination of some low-effort

participants streaking higher ratings, while others streaked lower

ones). Doing so, we find a similar network structure remains, but

more negative correlations do emerge (Supplementary material,

Supplementary Figure S3).

2.1.5 Discussion
Study 1 illustrates a norm network in the context of OSW

in the northeastern coastal states in the U.S. In this network, we

find that norms perceptions visually cluster by content categories:

e.g., perceptions of norms promoting OSW correlate and cluster

with those that support renewable energy generally and concern

for nature, while perceptions norms that oppose OSW correlate

and cluster with those that support non-renewable energy and

anti-regulation attitudes. We also find that the group of norm

perceptions assessed predict personal support for OSW to a greater

extent than the single norm pertaining to support for OSW.

3 Study 2: assessing norm
characteristics

To better understand the structure and function of norm

networks, we assessed some basic norm characteristics. As observed

in Study 1, norms falling within each of the content labels we

had created ex-ante were well-correlated with each other. This

raises the question: are norms pertaining to similar content seen

as similarly prevalent?

The norm network identified in Study 1 also highlights that

many norms have connections to the personal attitudes assessed

and would be plausible targets for intervention. This raises an

additional question about norm networks: are some norms more

plastic than others and therefore better intervention targets? We

investigate these questions about norm similarity and plasticity

in Study 2a. Specifically, we use a convenience sample to assess

similarity among all the norms identified in Study 1 using a free

sorting task and assess plasticity among a subset of norms (K =

162), asking about respondents’ certainty in their estimates of norm

prevalence and their willingness to revise their estimates given

contradictory information.

In Study 1, we aimed to include norms about more general

attitudes and about more specific beliefs about OSW. But do people

perceive a hierarchy among norms such that they perceive some to

be broader than others? We investigate this question in Study 2b by

comparing a subset of possible pairwise combinations of norms on

that dimension.

3.1 Method in Study 2a

3.1.1 Participants
212 participants from the northeastern coastal state of New

Jersey were recruited via Prolific for “a brief psychological survey”

lasting 15min and were compensated $2.00. Of these participants,

11 were removed from analysis as they did not reside in the

2 We decided to only examine a subset of norms as deciphering if there was

variability in norm certainty and plasticity would likely not require assessing all

50 norms included in Study 1. The subset chosen was selected as they were

all norms we were considering using in norm-based message interventions,

and thus also served the practical goal of examining whether these norm

perceptions would be easier or harder to shift using traditional messaging

approaches.
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FIGURE 1

A force-directed graph representation of the OSW norms network: Each node (circle) represents perception of a specific norm, identified by its

number in Table 1, or personal attitudes or intentions in white: “Pay” corresponds to willingness to pay more for energy from OSW; “Supp”

corresponds to one’s support for OSW policies; “Bene” corresponds to a belief that OSW will benefit one’s region; and “Vis” corresponds to one’s

tolerance for closer/higher visibility turbines to the coast. The distance between nodes represents the strength of connection between norm

perceptions (either positively or negatively correlated), such that closer nodes are more connected and further nodes have little to no connection.

The edges (lines) connecting norms represent significant pairwise correlations between the nodes, all r > 0.2, p < 0.01. Correlations lower than r =

0.2 are not illustrated. Edge width corresponds to the strength of the correlation. Green edges indicate positive correlations and red edges indicate

negative correlations. Norm nodes (circles) are color-coded based on semantic labels as shown in the legend to help visualize norm content.

region of interest. Four participants were removed for failing

to successfully complete a practice free sorting task, leaving 197

participants for analyses. We aimed to have 200 participants for

this study in order to be 80% powered to detect moderate-sized

differences in plasticity between norms (d = 0.4).

3.1.2 Procedure and measures
To prepare participants to sort the norm statements into

categories based on similarity, they first completed two free-sorting

practice tasks. For the first task, participants were asked to put

similar items into the same bucket, and different items into different

buckets, where the buckets were labeled such that there was a

correct answer. Specifically, they were given “articles of clothing,”

“pets,” and “buildings” as categories and were asked to sort a short

list of seven items into these buckets. The second more challenging

practice sorting task asked participants to sort a short list of abstract

attitude statements (e.g., “Freedom is important”) into buckets

without any label. For the third and actual task, participants were

shown a random list of 25 of the norm statements from Study

1 and asked to “place items with similar ideas, topics or beliefs

into the same bucket.” and to “place items with different ideas,

topics or beliefs into different buckets.” They were able to use

up to 6 unlabeled buckets, as a pilot study determined that this

was the upper range of categories used. They were also given

the instruction “Do NOT simply sort items based on whether or

not you agree with them or find them to be true or false, etc.”

as piloting revealed this strategy for some participants (for full

instructions see Supplementary material). Participants were able to

move items around from bucket to bucket freely to adjust their

categories as they wished and submitted their final categorization

when complete.

After the free sorting task, participants were asked to rate

16 norms in terms of how certain they would be in their norm

perceptions. This subset was the same for all participants and

was selected to also help investigate which norms may be better

candidates for interventions in future research. For each norm

statement, they were asked to imagine that they had to make

a rough estimate of the proportion of people who believed that

statement and then to indicate “how certain or uncertain [they]

would be. . . ” in that estimate on a 6pt Likert scale, from 1 =

Very uncertain to 6 = Very certain. We assessed certainty as it

and related constructs like closemindedness, and cognitive rigidity

lead people to be less willing to revise prior beliefs in the face of

new information (for a review, see Olcaysoy Okten et al., 2023).

Next, they were told that we were curious whether new information

would change their mind about how common certain things were.

Then they read “If you read about a poll that was very different from

your estimation. . . ” of each norm statement, “how likely would you

be to revise your own estimate?” and responded on a 7pt Likert scale

from 1 = Very unlikely to revise my estimate, to 7 = Very likely to

revise my estimate.

3.2 Results for Study 2a

3.2.1 Similarity
Participants’ responses to the free sorting task yielded a

similarity matrix with a value for the match percentage for each

norm pair (the number of times it was placed into the same bucket
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with another norm out of the total number of opportunities they

were both shown and could have been matched). To assess the

relationship between perceived similarity of the norms and their

perceived prevalence, we can compare this similarity matrix to the

norm perception correlational matrix. A Mantel test that directly

compared the two matrices showed a strong correspondence, z =

77.87, p < 0.001, which is visualized in Figure 2 as side-by-side

heatmaps of correlations between norm prevalence perceptions in

Study 1 (Figure 2A) and of the match-percentage score between

norms from Study 2a (Figure 2B). Similarly, when we vectorize

the match percentages for each norm pair from the similarity

matrix and correlate that with a vectorized list of the norm

prevalence correlations between each pair, we find a moderately

strong correlation r(1,223) = 0.49, p < 0.001.

3.2.2 Plasticity
Mean ratings of respondents’ judged certainty in norm

prevalence, shown in Figure 3, show substantial variation across

the norms assessed, ranging from below somewhat uncertain, 2.9

(“Building offshore wind will be good for tourism.”) to between

somewhat certain and certain, 4.5 (“We should take great care of

the environment.”).

Ratings of likelihood to revise the judged prevalence of a norm

given contrary information, shown in Figure 4, show less variation

across the norms, ranging from 4.2 (“We should take great care of

the environment.”) to 4.7 (“The government should pass laws that

mandate offshore wind to be built.”). While these variations were

significant, all norm averages fell between neither likely to unlikely

to revise and somewhat likely to revise on the scale used.

The correlation between certainty items for a given norm and

the likelihood to revise estimates for that same norm were small

with a median r of −0.159, and range from −0.07 to −0.25 (see

Supplementary Table S3 for full analyses).

3.3 Methods in Study 2b

3.3.1 Participants
201 participants from the same Northeastern US coastal states

sampled in Study 1 were recruited via Prolific for “A 5-min

psychological survey” and were compensated $0.80. Of these

participants, none resided outside the region of interest. We aimed

to have 200 participants for this study in order to be 80% powered

to detect moderate sized differences in hierarchy between norms (d

= 0.4).

3.3.2 Procedure and measures
Participants read instructions that explained how some ideas

may be understood as broader than others (e.g., “stealing is wrong”

is broader than “shoplifting is wrong”). They were then asked to

select which of two norm statement they felt was broader. On

each trial they were shown either norm 4 (that “... all things

considered, offshore wind is a good source of energy.”) or norm

14 (that “... the protection of the environment should be given

priority even at the risk of curbing economic growth.”) from Study

1 and a second norm from a list of either 12 or 14 norms that

all correlated with norm 4 or 14, respectively, in Study 1. We

chose to investigate hierarchy among correlated norms for 4 and

14 in preparation for Study 3, which manipulates these norms and

assesses if causality among correlated norm perceptions is impacted

by perceived hierarchy. As such, the number of comparisons for

each norm 4 and 14 varied slightly (as more norms correlated with

norm 14). For each pair, respondents were asked to select the norm

they thought to be broader.

3.4 Results for Study 2b

3.4.1 Hierarchy
Figure 5 shows the percentage of participants who judged a

series of norms to be broader than norm 4, that “all things

considered, offshore wind is a good source of energy” (Figure 5A),

or broader than norm 14, that “the protection of the environment

should be given priority even at the risk of curbing economic

growth” (Figure 5B). There is strong evidence of hierarchical

differences, with strong agreement that most norms are either

broader or less broad than the reference norms 4 or 14 (i.e., few

fall on the 50% mark, which would indicate no distinction in

broadness.).

3.5 Discussion

Analyzing Study 2a found that the perceived similarity of

two statements predicted whether perceptions of norm prevalence

about those statements also correlated. It also found that norm

perceptions within the network varied in terms of how certain

participants felt their estimate of the norms’ prevalence was and

in how willing they would be to revise their perception of the

norm if they were given information contrary to their prior beliefs

about that norm’s prevalence. Analyzing Study 2b found that

norms varied in terms of whether they were thought to be broader

or narrower.

4 Study 3: norm network dynamics

When perception of the prevalence of one norm changes,

do other norms in the network also shift? Do norm perceptions

influence each other as a function of their perceived prevalence

in the norm network as mapped out in Study 1? Beyond these

direct connections, do such effects continue to spread through

the network, impacting more distant norms including those that

are only indirectly connected? For instance, believing others feel

OSW will make visiting the shoreline less enjoyable does not

correlate (r < 0.10) with believing that others feel nuclear energy is

risky. But, these norm perceptions are indirectly connected via an

intermediary: they both correlate with a belief that others feel OSW

will spoil the untouched nature of the shoreline. Does the effect

of changes in perceived norm prevalence flow through indirect

channels such as these, updating the perception of prevalence of

other norms to which they do not directly connect? It is also

possible that some types of norms may have larger impacts on the

perceptions of adjacent norms than others. Specifically, Study 2
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FIGURE 2

A comparison of heatmaps for correlations between norm prevalence perceptions in Study 1 (A) and the match percentage between the content of

the norms used as assessed in Study 2a (B). Both panels utilize the legend shown on the right of (B), though only (A) can have negative values as it

pertains to correlations, while (B) is a match percent (0–1).

FIGURE 3

Ratings of certainty that participants had in their norm perceptions; error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

finds that norm content can vary in how broad it is perceived to be.

Is there a hierarchical asymmetry in norm change dynamics such

that broader norms have a greater impact on more specific ones

than vice versa?

We answer these questions in Study 3 using a between-subjects

experiment to manipulate norm perceptions for four different

norms in this network (4: “... all things considered, offshore

wind is a good source of energy.”, 14: “... the protection of the

environment should be given priority even at the risk of curbing

economic growth.”, 42: “. . .willing to pay more for energy if it came

from renewable sources like wind and solar?”, and 43: “. . . could

afford an increase in their monthly expenses, including their utility

bills.”). We investigate the following three preregistered hypotheses

(aspredicted.org/ALP_JYK). (H1) When a norm perception is
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FIGURE 4

Ratings of likelihood to revise norm perceptions pending contradictory information (e.g., a poll); error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

FIGURE 5

Di�erences in perceived broadness of norms: participants reported whether a norm was broader or narrower relative to either norm 4 (A) or norm 14

(B). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals of proportions calculated using the Wilson procedure with the continuity correction. The dashed

line represents 50%, which is indicates no clear distinction in which norm is broader.

manipulated, norms whose prevalence perceptions are more

correlated with the manipulated norm will be more affected than

norms whose prevalence perceptions are less correlated with the

manipulated norm (i.e., impact via direct connections). (H2) When

a norm perception is manipulated, prevalence perceptions of

other norms that are not directly connected but are linked by

correlations to intermediary norms will also be influenced (i.e.,

impact via indirect connections). (H3) When a norm perception

is manipulated, prevalence perceptions of correlated norms that

are rated as less broad will be influenced more than those of

correlated norms that are rated as broader (i.e., causal hierarchy via

norm broadness).

Study 2 found that norms varied significantly in participants’

certainty in their estimates of norm prevalence and stated

willingness to revise their opinion—both likely indicators of norm

plasticity. Study 3 offers an opportunity to test for actual differences

in plasticity based on the effectiveness of norm manipulations

across the subset of norms manipulated.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants
We commissioned Cloud Research to recruit a sample of 2,700

participants. The sample was drawn from a combination of their

TurkPrime panel and a custom panel, both of which used data

quality measures including prescreening those who had passed
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prior attention checks, had their location confirmed via IP address,

did not have duplicate IP addresses, and more (Chandler et al.,

2019). All participants were recruited from the Northeastern US

coastal states investigated in Study 1. A total of 2,740 participants

were recruited. Of these, 129 (4.7%) failed an attention check and

were removed from analyses; these did not differ by condition, χ2

(4,N =2,740) = 3.91, p= 0.418. An additional 137 (5.2%) took less than

half of the median time and were removed from analyses; these also

did not differ by condition, χ
2 (4, N = 2,740) = 3.07, p = 0.546.

After these preregistered drop criteria, 2,474 participants remained,

close to our target of 2,500, and more than 80% powered to detect

small effect sizes in norm perception shifts (d = 0.18).

4.1.2 Procedure and measures
Like in Study 1, participants were informed that this study

focused on OSW, energy, and the environment, were told the

survey would focus on attitudes of those living in the Northeastern

US coastal states, and were shown a map highlighting which states

this included.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of five conditions:

one of four norm manipulations—norm 4 (n = 505), norm 14

(n = 490), norm 42 (n = 487), norm 43 (n = 492), or a control

group (n = 500) that received no norm information. In the

norm manipulation conditions, participants were told we would

share information with them about responses from “a very large

representative sample of the Northeastern coastal states.” We then

presented them with a short statement that conveyed the actual

norm prevalence of the treated norm from their condition, as

assessed in Study 1. For example, those in the norm-4 condition

were told “A vast majority, specifically 85%, of Americans in the

Northeastern coastal states feel that ‘All things considered, offshore

wind is a good source of energy”’ (for full condition materials, see

Supplementary material). Next, participants were asked to estimate

how prevalent endorsement of various norms were among those

living in the Northeastern US coastal states and given the full

battery of norms from Study 1. After this, participants provided

their personal attitudes and intended actions toward OSW, their

personal experiences with wind energy, and demographics.

4.1.3 Preregistered analyses
The following analysis plan was preregistered

(aspredicted.org/ALP_JYK). To assess H1 (impact via direct

connections), we created a “dosage” variable for each norm and

each treatment condition: the product of the absolute value of

the correlation between the outcome norm and the manipulated

norm (as assessed from Study 1) and a dichotomous variable

for whether participants were in a treatment condition (1) or

the control condition (0). Conceptually, “dosage” represents the

extent to which a specific norm was expected to be affected by

the manipulation in each treatment condition, such that norms

highly correlated with a manipulated norm had relatively high

dosage, while those weakly correlated with a manipulate norm

had low dosage, and those with no correlation and everyone in

the control group had no dosage (see Figure 6A). For example, if

Norm A correlates very strongly with Norm B and very weakly

with Norm C, then manipulating perceptions of Norm A should

have a larger impact on perceptions of Norm B than on Norm

C—in that scenario we would code Norm A as having high dosage

for B, and low dosage for C. We regressed the perceived prevalence

of norms on dosage in a mixed model that included a random

intercept that clustered data by participant and outcome norm. For

those seeing a norm manipulation, the norm manipulated was not

included in this analysis as this would be a manipulation check and

not a test of how norm updating spreads through adjacent norms

in the network.

To assess H2 (impact via indirect connections), we assessed

the impact of our norm prevalence manipulation on perceived

prevalence of norms that met each of the following three criteria:

(1) no significant correlation with the norm manipulated for

that participant’s condition; (2) correlation with an intermediate

norm that correlates with the manipulated norm and (3) that

intermediate norm was significantly impacted relative to the

control. For example, if norm A is not correlated to norm C, but

both are correlated to norm B, then perceptions of norm C is an

outcome for when norm A prevalence is manipulated, but only if

Norm B is significantly impacted by the manipulation of Norm A.

Essentially, we only assess indirect impacts for norms where the

intermediate normwas itself significantly impacted (see Figure 6B).

We use the correlations between norms identified in Study 1, as

these were assessed by a representative sample of the same region as

that in Study 3, but without any norm manipulations. We consider

correlations to be “notable and significant” if the absolute value of

the correlation is at or above r= 0.15, a value chosen for being near

the threshold for significance in Study 1. We believe this represents

a fairly “high bar” for this hypothesis, as the pairwise correlation is

so low as to make a direct influence from the manipulated norm

to the outcome norm perception implausible. Using a mixed model

regression, we predict these norm perceptions by a dummy coded

variable for whether participants were intervened upon (1) or not

(0) with random intercepts that cluster data by participant and

outcome norm.

To assess H3 (causal hierarchy via norm broadness), the

primary outcomes are the prevalence perceptions of the subset of

norms that were found to be correlated with two of the norms

chosen for manipulation—Norm 4 and Norm 14—in Study 1. For

each of these two manipulated norms, we selected comparison

norms that had a pairwise correlation above r = 0.3 with either

of the two norms (12 comparison norms for Norm 4 and

14 comparison norms for Norm 14 met this criterion). These

comparison norms were rated in Study 2 as broader or narrower

than Norm 4 or 14, respectively. The percent of times it was rated

as broader gives us a continuous measure of the degree to which

Norm 4 or 14 were seen as broader than each comparison norm.

In the present study, Norm 4 and 14 were manipulated and we

can observe the effects of that manipulation on the comparison

norms. We use a mixed model regression to assess whether the

manipulated norms have a larger effect on narrower than on

broader norms. So, for example, if Norm A is broader than Norm

B, but narrower than Norm C, we would expect manipulating

perceptions of Norm A to have a larger effect on perceptions of

Norm B than on Norm C. Specifically, we predict the perceived

prevalence of the comparison norms with an interaction term
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FIGURE 6

Conceptual illustration of Hypothesis 1 (A), and Hypothesis 2 (B). Hypothesis 1 tests for the impact of directly connected norms as a function of

“dosage,” represented by how correlated their norm perceptions are; e.g., manipulating A will have the largest e�ect on B, a smaller e�ect on C, and

no e�ect on D. Hypothesis 2 tests for the impact of indirectly connected norms; e.g., if manipulating E significantly impacts intermediary F, then we

will test for e�ects on G and H, even though neither directly correlates with E.

for the product of the relative broadness of the manipulated

norm and a dummy coded variable for whether participants were

intervened upon (1) or not (0) with random intercepts that cluster

data by participant and outcome norm. We also control for the

possibility that broadness or narrowness corresponded with dosage

by including a covariate in the regression that controlled for the

dosage variable from Hypothesis 1.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Manipulation check and variability in norm
plasticity

The perceived prevalence of each of the four norms targeted

in the four conditions was successfully manipulated, increasing the

perceptions of norm prevalence in each case. Participants in the

Norm-4 condition perceived Norm 4 to be more prevalent (M =

4.80, SD = 1.29) compared to those in the control condition (M

= 4.45, SD = 1.35), t(2,469) = 4.15, d = 0.26, 95% CI of d = [0.13,

0.38], p < 0.001. Those in the Norm-14 condition perceived Norm

14 to be more prevalent (M = 4.69, SD = 1.40) compared to those

in the control condition (M= 4.14, SD= 1.34), t(2,469) = 6.51, d =

0.40, 95% CI of d = [0.28, 0.52], p < 0.001. Those in the Norm-42

condition perceived Norm 42 to be more prevalent (M = 4.06, SD

= 1.40) compared to the control condition (M = 3.34, SD = 1.44),

t(2,469) = 7.92, d= 0.51, 95%CI of d= [0.38, 0.63], p< 0.001. Those

in the Norm-43 condition perceived Norm 43 to be more prevalent

(M= 3.96, SD= 1.44) compared to those in the control (M= 2.95,

SD = 1.35), t(2,469) = 11.19, d = 0.72, 95% CI of d = [0.59, 0.85], p

< 0.001.

The effect sizes and their CIs show substantial variability in

norm plasticity: the magnitude of the effect on targeted norms

from our manipulation was larger in some cases and smaller in

others, where the largest effect (norm 43, d = 0.72) was more than

two-times the smallest effect (norm 4, d = 0.26).

4.2.2 E�ects on perceptions of the prevalence of
other norms via direct links

We find that prevalence perceptions were impacted (increased)

to a greater extent for normsmore related to the manipulated norm

than those less related, i.e., the “dosage” variable was significant, b=

0.330, t(77,290) = 9.40, p < 0.001. For instance, norms that had zero

correlation with a manipulated norm were estimated by the model

to be perceived to have a prevalence rating of 4.04, 95% CI= [3.87,

4.21], while those with a correlation of r = 0.60 were perceived as

having a prevalence rating of 4.24, 95% CI= [4.07, 4.41]. Note that

data are clustered in the mixed model on each norm observation,

so this effectively compares perceived levels of the same norms, but

under different levels of correlation to the manipulated norm.

We provide an alternative assessment method to the above in

our Supplementary material: one could run the same model but

drop observations from the control group (rather than consider

them as having zero “dosage”), and thus only assess the effect

of the correlation strength with the manipulated norms on each

norms’ perception. This method produces similar results (see

Supplementary material).

4.2.3 E�ects on perceptions of the prevalence of
other norms via indirect links

Assessing the impacts of our norm manipulations on norms

with only indirect links to manipulated norms, we find a significant

effect of the manipulation b = 0.063, t(2,006) = 2.021, p = 0.043.

In addition to the preregistered method reported here, we also

completed a series of exploratory analyses to assess the robust city

of this finding, including placebo tests and varying the standards

used for an “indirect connection.” These analyses were largely

consistent with the results here (3 of the 4 additional analyses add

further support for H2; see the Supplementary material for the

full analyses).

4.2.4 Causal hierarchy from broader to narrower
norms

When assessing whether broader norms have a greater

influence on less broad norms (than vice versa), we do not find a

significant interaction effect such that the effects of manipulating

Norm 4 or 14 on other norm perceptions was not larger for those

norms rated as narrower as compared to those rated as broader in

Study 2b, b = –0.271, t(482) = –1.452, p= 0.147.
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4.3 Discussion

Study 3 found that manipulating the perception of one norm

shifted norm perceptions in other norms in the network as a

function of how strongly tied those norm perceptions were in the

national sample examined in Study 1. Specifically, connected norms

in the network showed similar but smaller shifts in prevalence

perceptions. This was also true of norm perceptions that were

not directly correlated but had an intermediary norm they both

correlated with.

5 General discussion

Using the context of support for OSW, energy, and the

environment, we find that norms perceptions exist in networks of

interconnected social perceptions. Within such networks, specific

norm pairs vary in how strongly perceptions of their prevalence are

intertwined, creating complex networks. Individual-level outcomes

such as one’s own attitudes or intended actions are associated with

some norms more than others, and different personal attitudes or

actions are associated with the perceived prevalence of different

norms. Further, we observe that, in this domain, one’s attitude is

better predicted by an entire norm network than just by a single

norm perception for that same attitude alone (the network explains

roughly twice the variance).

In their organization, the network examined is structured in

part by similar semantic content, such that norms of similar content

as seen as similarly prevalent. This highlights that similarity of

content is likely used in estimating norm prevalence—i.e., people

construct estimates of norm prevalence based on perceptions

they have for related norms. Indeed, in Study 3 we find that

manipulating one norm shifts perceptions of norms previously

shown to be related, strongly suggesting people’s norm estimates

are influenced by related norms. Notably, the observed connections

between norm perceptions of similar content could also be a

byproduct of real-world norm levels reliably being similar for

similar attitudes and behavior—i.e., people just perceive things the

way they are, and if one thing is popular, things like it are also likely

to be popular as well in real life.

In exploring how norms within a network differ, we find that

they vary in characteristics pertaining to how they relate to each

other and their intervention potential. Specifically, in the context

studied we find that the content of some norms is perceived to be

broader or narrower than others, and that norms vary substantially

in the certainty people have about their prevalence in a target

population and in the plasticity of prevalence estimates.

We also find that norm perceptions in this network have

structured causal relationships: When the perceived prevalence of

one norm changes, the judged prevalence of other norms does so

as well as a function of how connected the prevalence perceptions

previously were in the norm network, and can spread from norm to

norm like spreading activation in a semantic network. In addition

to influencing norms that were previously correlated, there is

some evidence that norm perceptions also shift for norms via

indirect connections, i.e., effects spread through correlated norm

perceptions from an initial source eventually to those with no

prior direct correlation. It also appears that norm perceptions

are updated fairly evenly between norms of broader or narrower

content, rather than spreading more from norms of broader

applicability to norms of more specific content.

5.1 Broader implications

A norms network approach has many implications for

understanding how social influence operates and how it may be

harnessed in behavioral interventions. To further understand the

structure and function of norm networks, it may be helpful to

employ additional network analyses, such as clustering analyses,

node centrality, or network density. Additional metrics for

describing norm networks may be especially helpful in contrasting

norm networks across different populations.

Appreciating the connections across a landscape of norms

within or across populations may help bridge the social norm

and cultural psychology literatures. Research and theorizing in

cultural psychology often describe social norms as existing within

broader cultural frameworks of interconnected beliefs (Lehman

et al., 2004; Markus and Conner, 2013). In these frameworks,

broad societal beliefs and norms shape and are shaped by

one’s own beliefs, interpersonal interactions, and institutional

practices. These frameworks suggest that the perceptions and

experiences of different social norms should cohere into broader

social realities. Norm networks could provide an intermediary

layer between the narrow and fine-grained understanding of

the influence of a single norm perception in a given context

and the broader and coarser understanding of cultural ways of

thinking and being. For instance, a norm network can help

visualize connections between a collection of mutually reinforcing

cultural beliefs. Further, research on the culture by person by

situation interaction finds that variation in individual behavior

varies not just across cultures, but also contexts as part of their

adherence to cultural logics that are situation-specific (Leung and

Cohen, 2011). This work highlights that cultural norms can vary

at more macro and micro levels. Research on norm networks

could provide a way to visualize the organizational structure of

these situation-specific cultural patterns. For instance, negative

associations between norm perceptions pertaining to the same

behavior but across many different contexts would highlight

situation specificity, and comparing such norm networks across

populations could reveal cultural differences in that specificity and

how it is organized.

When designing interventions, assessing existing norm

networks could help identify which norms may matter most

for desired outcomes. To customize a norm intervention, one

could map out key differences in norm networks over different

population segments or cultural contexts. Much like combining

descripting and injunctive norms in interventions can be more

effective than using them in isolation (Bonan et al., 2020),

one may use norm networks to strengthen norm messaging

approaches by coalescing many relevant norms signals into a

more influential social narrative manipulation—going beyond the

single norm approach historically used in norm interventions.

Additionally, a norm network approach may help explain why

some norm interventions succeed while others fail. Even when
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one succeeds at manipulating perception of a relevant norm,

there exists a broader norm landscape that may not have changed

much and could run contrary to the behavior targeted in the

norm intervention. For example, if a population believes their

community generally doesn’t care about the environment, and that

people are unwilling to spend time, money, or effort to address

climate change, then an intervention designed to persuade them

that a specific climate-friendly behavior is common or valued

may have only limited success against that broader climate-apathy

norm background.

Norm networks could also provide us with novel norm

intervention strategies: Instead of choosing to intervene upon

norms that are most directly related to the targeted attitude or

behavior, one may decide to target norms that are slightly less

directly related or are conceptually “upstream” of the outcomes of

interest. So, rather than stating that “most people do this and you

should too,” one could instead suggest that others perceive specific

benefits of the desired outcome, to avoid being seen as telling people

what to do. Another intervention approach using norm networks

may be to identify norms that inhibit a desired behavior and try to

sever their influence, while strengthening the connection to norms

that may promote the desired behavior. This would be akin to

framing approaches where one tries to change the criteria by which

something is judged. In this vein, one would try to change which

norms are seen as pertinent to decision making in a given context.

For instance, one could instead make the argument that norms

already perceived to be prevalent are actually more related to the

target behavior than previously thought in order to better leverage

norm network effects.

Further integrating a norms networks approach with other

social influence literatures may prove particularly helpful in

understanding complex cases of large-scale behavior and attitude

shifts in the real-world. Research on tipping points, for example,

has focused on features of the social network to understand how

norms spread through populations. Merging this approach with

the norm network approach may be particularly informative of

decisions-making in a social context. Such an approach may be

able to capture influence from a combination of people in a social

network, as well as from a combination of many perceived norms

within a norm network.

5.2 Limitations and future directions

Many novel areas of study touched upon here can be further

investigated. For example, the norms surfacing phase of our

research employed a qualitative approach, whereas future work

could devise a less effortful automated method to surface a

representative set of norms in a given context. The present research

is intended to introduce norm networks to the field, with a focus

on understanding the fundamentals of norm networks, including

novel ways to highlight how norms connect to each other, assessing

how norms differ in a network, and demonstrating the dynamics of

change within a network. Additionally, in our investigation of norm

networks, we outline a number of norm characteristics that may

help understand how norm perceptions are interconnected. But

there are likely many norm features we did not assess here, some

of which may help explain dynamics among norm perceptions, or

the influence those norms have on people’s personal attitudes and

behavior. For instance, future research could examine networks

that involve the perceptions of change in norms over time (e.g.,

Sparkman and Walton, 2019) or misperceptions in norms (e.g.,

Sparkman et al., 2022; for a review see, Miller, 2023). Generally,

further research in additional contexts—beyond those pertaining

energy and the environment, and beyond U.S. populations—

to improve generalizability and clarify how norm networks are

structured and operate more broadly.

Notably, the observed connections between norm perceptions

in Study 1 are derived from correlations, and as such the

norm network illustrated in Study 1 may be best thought of

as an associative network (rather than a causal network). These

connections could result from spurious correlation (e.g., real-world

norm levels may be similar for similar attitudes, and so perceptions

of those norms are linked). Fortunately, Study 3 experimentally

demonstrates that norm perceptions do affect each other in a

causal manner that reflects their connection in the network.

Future research could illustrate other kinds of norm networks,

focusing on a causal network that illustrates specific direction of

causal relationships among norm perceptions. Additionally, future

research may compare and contrast the nature and influence of

norm networks with other networks, including attitude networks.

While norm perceptions and personal attitudes are understood to

be distinct psychological phenomena with unique impacts on our

decisionmaking, one could imagine that these networks share some

properties in how they operate.

5.3 Conclusion

We introduce and demonstrate a norm network framework

whereby social norms may be better understood as existing in

a network of norm perceptions rather than as discrete social

perceptions. Indeed, we find that an entire norm network predicts

roughly twice the variance of personal attitudes as compared to a

single norm perception for that outcome. Within norm networks,

we find that norms are interconnected in their perceptions, in part

based on similarity of their content. Updating one norm perception

spreads through the network, shifting howwe view related norms as

well. Going forwards, this framework allows those studying social

influence to consider which norms may have a greater influence on

outcomes of interest and devise novel intervention approaches that

harness not just a single norm, but the influence of many norms at

once as part of a broader social reality.
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